10 REASONS TO LOVE ENGINEERING

Engineering today encompasses more than simply building bridges that stay up, or buildings that reach the sky.

An engineering career means working with different people from across the world. An engineering career means working with people from all over the country - or countries - you've always dreamed of going to.

An engineering career means working with so many people that boredom is not an option. All engineering careers involve so many different things you could be working on the latest space travel, the cars of the future, solving problems that involve all of these things, then this is the career for you. There are 30 reasons on here to love engineering, but if you do a little investigating for yourself, you will find there are many, many more reasons; reasons that should make you consider this as a career. To find out more information go to: provide web address here please.

Solve problems

Engineering gives you the opportunity to make things that really matter!

As an engineer, you could be the person that makes YouTube videos download without interruption, or you could make sure vital electronics work in cars, phones and computers. An engineering career could see you solving the biggest problems across land, sea and air; making the world a better place.

Never be bored

An engineering career means no day is the same!

There are hundreds of different engineering jobs to choose from. Ranging from environmental engineers that make sure your water is clean to design engineers who design the middle show that you saw. An engineering career means you will meet different, interesting people who are always looking to solve challenges.

Change the world

Engineering careers offer you a flexibility that you find in few jobs!

Engineering careers offer you a flexibility that you find in few jobs! In 2017, the Awards celebrated their 40th anniversary. One day you too might win this award!

Make a difference

An engineering career gives you the chance to make an impact on the world!

There are very few places where you can say that your work has saved millions of lives or helped people get through their day smoothly. Engineers create real industries, solve age-old problems, and make dreams of others a possibility. An engineering career really makes a difference.

Earn a Big Salary

An engineering career gives you the chance to make a difference and save the world!

An engineering career pays well from the start and increase as you move up your career!

The average starting salary for an engineer is between £25-30,000 and this will increase as you get more experience and move up in your career. Engineering is exciting, creative and fast paced, where your own ideas and solutions to problems could become a reality. If you're able to work in an office full time, and still earn leadership positions with flexible hours. Reports in recent years have shown that engineering offers excellent opportunities such as remote working, flexible schedules, part time hours. If 9 to 5 is not for you then engineering is your perfect job.

Be creative

Engineering gives you the opportunity to not just work on exciting projects, but to create them!

Engineering is exciting, creative and fast paced, where your own ideas and solutions to problems could become a reality. You will be working on the latest space travel, the cars of the future, solving problems that really matter!

Travel

An engineering career gives you the chance to see and explore the world!

An engineering career opens many doors, including the chance to take your career overseas. You'll be able to visit, work or live in the country - or countries - you've always dreamed of going to.

Enjoy job flexibility

Engineering careers offer you a flexibility that you find in few jobs!

Engineering careers offer you a flexibility that you find in few jobs! In 2017, the Awards celebrated their 40th anniversary. One day you too might win this award!

Change the world

An engineering career gives you the chance to make an impact on the world!

There are very few places where you can say that your work has saved millions of lives or helped people get through their day smoothly. Engineers create real industries, solve age-old problems, and make dreams of others a possibility. An engineering career really makes a difference.

Enjoy job flexibility

Engineering careers offer you a flexibility that you find in few jobs!

Engineering careers offer you a flexibility that you find in few jobs! In 2017, the Awards celebrated their 40th anniversary. One day you too might win this award!

Great colleagues

Engineering projects mean that you will be working with different people from across the world.

An engineering career means working with people from across the world. Most engineering projects can be international, so you will meet different, interesting people who are always looking to solve challenges.

Love your work

Engineering will give you a job you’ll love!

Engineering will give you a job you’ll love! Engineering is a job you can fall in love with. It’s so great that you will be able to find a role that you are really passionate about. Not only are there opportunities to work on challenging projects, you’ll be able to find solutions, imagine going to work everyday where your uniqueness - the things that make you special - are part and parcel of what you do all day.

Earn a Big Salary

An engineering career gives you the chance to make a difference and save the world!

An engineering career gives you the chance to make a difference and save the world! Engineering ranks as one of the top ten work-from-home jobs where it’s possible to set your own working hours and earn leadership positions with flexible hours. Reports in recent years have shown that engineering offers excellent opportunities such as remote working, flexible schedules, part time hours. If 9 to 5 is not for you then engineering is your perfect job.

Not "IT" but "When"?

“IT” makes the world go round.

"IT" makes the world go round. Nature doesn't take sides. How will you see the world?”

#IETWOMENNETWORK

@IETWOMENNETWORK

THE IET WOMEN'S NETWORK

www.theiet.org/women
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